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Letters from the Editors

Magazine Contents:

Arts & Humanities: Covering creativity and 

topics related to humanity in today’s world, 

this is a forum to share opinions and thoughts 

on music, film, painting, and cultural affairs. 

As part of humanity, art is the medium to 

creatively express student ideas, which 

can be interpreted in seemingly-infinite 

permutations.

World Affairs: The world is dynamic and 

in constant flux. GSIS students come from 

different countries, and this section is 

designed to share news and current issues 

related to politics, diplomacy, opinions 

and academic topics from a diverse set of 

countries. This section hosts a space for 

readers to become better informed and aware 

of the relevant events all over the globe. 

Campus & Community: Every semester, 

Ajou University and internationally-minded 

institutions organize events and seminars 

for students. This section shares the cultural 

richness that surrounds the lives of students. 

Here, readers will hear about social events, 

academic seminars, and cultural gatherings.

I n t e r v i e w s :  T h i s  s e c t i o n  i n c l u d e s 

conversations where students can learn 

about the experiences of people making 

the world a better place. For this edition, 

we present two thoughtful interviews. One 

includes a conversation with GSIS’s newly-

selected and extremely distinguished 

Dean, and the second interview brings the 

perspective of a GSIS Alumnus to show 

students what comes next. 

Students Corner: Students live fascinating 

lives and this section gives vignettes into 

them. For this edition, we asked students 

to share their views about University life, 

dormitory facilities, the GSIS Staff and 

Ajou’s beautiful and convenient location. 

The aim of this section is to allow anyone 

who reads it some insights into the daily 

activities of students.

Acknowledgements: We sincerely wish to 

thank the authors, participants and GSIS 

staff for being so committed and helpful in 

the publication of this edition. We worked 

tirelessly to produce this issue for you, and 

it helped us discover new thoughts, ideas, 

and networking opportunities. We extend 

our sincere thanks to Gazette Advisor 

Troy B. Felver, for organizing the team 

who created this Gazette edition. Lastly, 

as a Managing Editor, I want to personally 

give my sincerest appreciation for all 

the people behind the edition, as without 

them this wonderful magazine would be 

impossible.

The editorial team of the 36th edition of the Gazette gives a warm 

welcome to all of our readers. We hope and believe everyone lucky 

enough to read this extraordinary issue will appreciate our thoughtful 

content. In this edition, readers will find relevant news about the world, 

insights into student life on campus, events related to academic affairs 

and entertainment options, and interviews of change-makers and alumni. 

As part of the process, GSIS students were able to share their thoughts in 

the articles they wrote. 
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I admit it, I am a sucker for good TV, and in my most 

humblest of opinions, one of the best was Southland, running 

from 2009 to 2013. Tragically unloved by either its founding 

or adopted networks, its gritty life ended too soon. The show 

chronicles the journey of an idealistic young cop under the 

tutelage of a flawed, grizzled and wise veteran, TO (training 

officer) John Cooper. His probie (probationary trainee) has 

excellent instincts, superb motivation, and an abiding desire 

to be a beacon of hope on the mean streets of LA. His TO 

was less sanguine; he was pleased to just make it through 

another day while preventing the city from devouring itself. 

The probie was often pulled back from following his best 

intentions because John knew from experience they would 

lead to a figurative, or literal, hell. Above all, John counselled 

his probie, “Look Sharp! Act Sharp! Be Sharp!”
As I become more weathered with each passing year than I 

would like to admit, I’d like to yell out to all of you probies, 

and future probies, advice that I have seen and followed and 

sometimes ignored. These words are not just for police. 

They also ring true in whatever you do. Follow them for your 

benefit; ignore them at your peril.

Look Sharp!

You choose what you wear, and you ARE what you wear. First 

impressions aren’t necessarily final but they are always first. 

Your dress shows the importance you place on a situation, and 

no one will ever complain if you are overdressed. If you want 

someone to treat you like a knowledgeable professional, look 

like one. Those shoes you are wearing don’t necessarily have 

to lose their luster; shoe polish is amazing. Learn what an iron 

does and practice it often. A nice sweater (welcome back winter, 

I missed you!) with a dress shirt can look chic. Razors and 

trimmers are your friends. A nice haircut is often noticed; feel 

free to ask me for my barber’s card. While it is unfortunate that 

some put so much stock in appearance, this is not going away 

anytime soon. Since you can’t change it, embrace it! Looking 

your best shows the world that you are serious, committed, 

and organized. How would you trust an accountant with your 

complicated tax return if he can’t manage to wear a shirt without 

a pizza stain? How you look shows what you are, so please, 

choose to look like the brilliant scholars we invited to Korea.

Act Sharp!

Acting sharp is about paying attention to your situation and 

surroundings, and avoiding any unforced errors. Before a 

3 hour meeting, or a class, don’t drink 2 liters of coffee. 

Your cell phone should be in silent mode, or even better, 

off and off your desk at a meeting. But, we do live in a 24 

hour world, and you may get an emergency call or message 

during an assembly. Quietly exit the room and then, and only 

then, speak with your caller in a secluded space. When you 

say you are going to do something, do it! And please adopt 

my rule: being on-time is late; early is on-time! Overall, act 

in a way that would impress you if someone else behaved 

that way.

Be Sharp!

In our world, effort is a given. People care what you do, not 

what you tried to do. The competition is only a tweet away. 

You need to stake your place in the world, and to do that, you 

must be sharp! One explanation of the history of the word 

“deadline” comes from the prisoner context; if any of the 

inmates crossed a specified line, they would soon no longer 

be living. Deadlines are not suggestions; they are not anchor 

points from which negotiations begin. A deadline is a chance 

for you to impress; meet or exceed the deadline, and good 

things will happen. People notice and reward excellence, and 

this is generally within your control. Also remember, no one 

succeeds 100% of the time, and from failure springs wisdom 

and renewal. Own both your successes and your failures. 

Weasels are cute animals, but weasels as coworkers are 

never sharp.  

You can’t control everything in the world, or even very 

much. But you do have dominion over yourself, and you can 

be a professional if you choose. It’s hard and sometimes 

unnatural. But if you look sharp, and act sharp, you will be 

sharp. It’s your choice, and it’s your life. John Cooper is a 

heck of a teacher.

Look Sharp! 
Act Sharp! 
Be Sharp!

Introduction

 part                1
Prof. Troy B. Felver

United States 

Gazette Advisor
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K-Pop is recognized not just in Western Societies, but 

around the world! The “Korean Wave” is becoming more 

and more popular, in which not only K-Pop, but also Korean 

entertainment and Korean drama are driving the wave. 

Nowadays, more students and K-pop fans from around the 

world are packing their bags to explore Korea. 

Through K-pop, fans can feel a stronger personal and 

emotional connection with artists. Its music inspires people 

to work on their problems, speak out, and push themselves 

to move forward. The fandom of K-pop group BTS is called 

A.R.M.Y (Adorable Representative MC of the Youth) is one 

of the world’s most powerful fandoms which demonstrates 

that K-Pop is about reaching out and helping others. On 

Twitter, ARMY has created several donation campaigns for 

the Red Cross globally, with great results. Turkey donated to 

UNICEF to support children with disabilities. The Philippines, 

in the name of BTS, donated 100kg of rice to poor children. 

Nepal organized collection points all across the country 

to raise money and collect goods to help the victims of a 

massive flood. In Pakistan, a health campaign was launched 

by sending dentists to schools for free. Thus, the K-pop 

movement is an incredible phenomenon that manages to 

connect people through their love of music and cultural 

diversity.

As a member of the ARMY fandom, I have also witnessed 

the incredible power we have thanks to BTS who gave it to 

us through their music. In my experience, I feel inspired and 

secure because of them, and this love also helped me to 

learn Korean through their songs.

Where can you see K-pop idols for a reasonable price or even for free?

Ajou university!

The university organizes festivals every semester, giving students the opportunity to enjoy K-pop 

performances for free. Earlier this year, I had the incredible fortune to see worldwide famous singer 

Park Jae Sang, popularly known as PSY, creator of the global cultural phenomena “Gangnam Style”. I 

even was standing in the front row, watching his amazing performance at literally arm’s length. To have 

a spot close to the stage, you should come two hours before the concert in the amphitheater at Ajou, 

wait patiently in the line and show your Ajou student ID to the staff members.

How to check dates of festivals and names of K-pop idols that are going to perform in Ajou?

Check the Ajou GSIS Facebook page and Instagram account frequently. If you know Korean language 

check the Facebook page Ajou University Business School Student Association. (아주대학교 경영대학 학생회)

Korea Travel Easy

For students that want comfort and additional activities, this website is ideal to purchase K-pop concert 

packages with transportation and snacks included. The most important thing is that the experience is 

worth way more than the cheap price charged. Also, they provide many activities that all K-pop fans 

would love to experience, such as making your own K-pop song and recording it in a studio, learning 

how to dance like a K-pop star and going to a real audition. As a fan, I 

can tell that getting tickets to this concert or a spot in a music show 

recording is not easy since demand is very high. However, with 

luck, it is not impossible. Watching a K-pop concert should be 

an important activity on your list, and you have the chance to 

experience it easily while being in South Korea.     

     

The K-POP Sensation All Around 
the World 

K-PoP

Q
&

A

Arts & Humanities

 part                2
osilbekova Zarina     

Uzbekistan

Int’l Trade
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Lights, Camera, Action! These traditional cue words used 

in cinematography are used at the beginning of a take, 

and are the start of magnificent productions. Film making 

can be interpreted as a medium of artistic expression, in 

which the director’s ideas are transformed in a sequence 

of images. In my opinion, watching movies from different 

backgrounds is a good opportunity to learn more about the 

points of view of diverse cultures. Thus, this year, the South 

Korean film industry once again captivated the world with 

the Golden Palm Award of the acclaimed Cannes Festival in 

France, with the film “Parasite”. The masterpiece, directed 

by Boon-John Ho, contains a deep critique of social class 

in the 13th most powerful economy of the world, showing 

that social classes exist not only in developing countries. 

However, why is it a brilliant social satire?

Attention: Spoilers Ahead! The movie begins with a scene 

of a humble family who live in a common neighborhood, 

dealing with the discomfort due to unemployment, and 

without internet, when the importance of the internet 

is implied in this era. Ironically, in the films of the 20th 

century, transportation was a matter of the middle and 

lower classes. Then, the eldest son, has an opportunity to 

work as a private tutor of English for a wealthy family that 

lives in the upper-class neighborhoods of Seoul. Here, the 

director suggests that degrees and stamps could be the 

key to opening doors to new opportunities, disregarding 

the validity of the documents themselves. It serves as an 

analogy about elites and big institutions who play the role 

of gatekeepers, building “trust” that validate the skills 

of individuals. Then, with creativity, the entire family 

members successfully struggle to replace the current 

employees of the rich family, risking everything while 

doing it. The director manages to create empathy and 

some disgust of the strategies used by the humble family, 

because under moral and ethical analyses, it is not a good 

way how they accomplish their mission. In general, the film 

could not be accepted by all audiences, since the dialogue 

and scenes are a mixture of the crude reality that a lot 

of families have in the world. Simultaneously, from the 

cinematic perspective, the movie is a triumph. It is brilliant 

in its dialogue and profound social message. 

Talking about social issues, the problem is more evident 

in developing countries, in which the gap between the 

rich and the poor is shockingly high. But, this article is 

not about the economy or business matters. Is Poverty 

embedded in our brains? Avoiding morality, for a second, 

the film also embraces how pragmatic human beings are. 

Maybe life is just luck for some and disgrace for others, 

and, it is a fact that people will always look toward the 

wellness of families and loved ones, but mostly helping 

themselves first. Everyone will agree that the world 

requires an important evaluation of the system, in which 

politics and ideologies are not relevant to solve real poverty 

issues. One day, not far away, our current century will end, 

and at the same time writing this article, the poverty clock 

reveals that 592,189,066 people live in extreme poverty in 

the world1.

In conclusion, it is interesting how technology, science, and 

society keep advancing, but some problems are not solved 

yet. “Parasite” shows the dark side of large economies, 

provoking the audience to think about it. Also, it is evident 

how problems of the poorest could vary depending on the 

perspective of the place, in which having enough money 

for one night out per week might be considered shameful, 

but at the same time in other places, no such luxuries are 

affordable. The reader may disagree or agree with the 

critique. However, facts brought up by the director show 

the harshness embedded in today’s world. 

Parasite: Movie or Reality?

1. World Poverty Clock, https://worldpoverty.io/

Cristian Vasquez         

Ecuador

Int’l Business
Arts & Humanities
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For example, society can start to ask questions about what 

is wrong in hegemonic cultural status. Also, femininity 

has a subversive role in every field where is applied, but 

in art, it has a special meaning with more impact, because 

it represents the claim of something that men take away 

from women, they are always recreating the female image 

according to their standards. But when femininity returns to 

women, she realizes herself from her to her, not from men.

Art has a communicative expression, it does not matter 

what could be the way of expression, it only matters how 

the message of femininity is transmitted. It is the rescue of 

the matriarchal order, not an oppression against men, but 

a harmonic union where men do not have a superior role 

anymore. This implies a change in the configuration of social 

performance where the femininity codes are not denied. In 

this way, linguistic express will be different, too, in order to 

recognize the female status.

Finally, it is clear that art is always going to be seen as an 

expression of “something” when you can be free to create, to 

draft, from inside to outside and put many topics on the table 

to discuss. This reflection of emotions and sensibilities is 

characterized by the feelings that art produces in ourselves, 

and that art is an expression of femininity representing 

the constant search by women of finding their own selves, 

their own identities, through self-portraits and self-

representations. Indeed, femininity is a space for women to 

show how art is from their points of view, from their eyes, to 

portray the beauty, the colors and their lives. 

Art is commonly considered as a space of masculinity in 

which the woman’s shape is the motivation but not the 

essence. The femininity in art is not the same as feminism. 

It means a set of characteristics and qualities that are 

related to values and biologic behaviors as well as those 

learned in a specific culture, but femininity, in simple terms, 

is an ideology and social theory that fights for the social 

recognition on the same level of capabilities and rights that 

historically have been reserved for men1.

Therefore, femininity can be a way of expression but at the 

same time a space of freedom where women can use art 

as a resource to express themselves not just as objects of 

male enjoyment. In fact, it can show her way to understand 

the world and reality and her necessities, from a female 

approach and not just from the male view.

When a woman uses her own body and visions, ideas and 

feelings to create art for others, she changes the role, 

because she is not the object anymore; she becomes the 

subject. During this process, she is deconstructing her 

identity to create a new one who can express herself as a 

new creature, in this sense, art opens an opportunity to be 

herself from her most natural essence.

Feminist art is based on this, construction and deconstruction 

of the subject taken as a framework in the natural sense of 

femininity where the representation of values and body can 

become universal because it is something that all the women 

around the world share.

Then, femininity does not necessarily criticize the sexual 

ideology of old traditional male power. However, it is a 

completely closed space reserved for women because it 

comes from women, and that’s why this space helps to prove 

the inequalities and disparities of the traditional system. 

Femininity Expressed 
Through Art

1.  http://ve.scielo.org/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid
=S1316-37012006000200004 

Jeniffer Aulestia      

Ecuador 

Int'l Development and 

Cooperation

Arts & Humanities
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Cambodia is a charming land in which ancient and modern 

worlds collide to create the perfect adventure. The 

country borders with Thailand, Vietnam and Laos PDR. 

Since Cambodia has the Mekong River and Tonle Sap 

Lake, this region is abundant in water resources. Thus, 

according to studies, the average annual rainfall is about 

1,500 millimeters, with the heaviest rainfall of up to 4,000 

millimeters, following the southwestern coastal line, which 

boosts hydro power, being an advantage for the energy 

sector. 

The energy situation in Cambodia

Briefly explaining the technical capacity of Cambodia, in 

2018 the government installed 2,520 MW, consisting of 

hydro, coal, fuel oil, biomass and solar energy. In addition, 

the total energy production is 7,665 GWh, in which hydro 

shares 35%, coal 46.5%, fuel oil 3%, biomass 0.5%, solar 

0.1% and imports from neighboring countries 15%1. The 

good news is that during recent years, energy importation 

decreased from 62% to 15%. This is an important advantage 

because rural electrification at an affordable tariff improves 

living standards and enhances agricultural and small-scale 

industrial development in rural areas. 

According to the government’s official website, Cambodia 

is working on Solar Projects, which demonstrate that the 

government is changing the old energy production toward a 

new sustainable approach2. 

The role in electricity of Cambodia (EDC) is authorized to 

undertake the following functions3:

•	 	Generation	 of 	 electric ity 	 for 	 export 	 purposes	 to	

neighboring countries and import of electric power.

•	 	The	construction	and	operation	of	a	national	transmission	

grid network to ensure reliable delivery of electrical 

energy, and construction for rural electrification;

•	 	The	construction	and	operation	of	subsidiary	networks	

for the distribution of electrical energy and coordination 

of connections, the operation through EDC and other 

distribution networks;

•	 	The	sale	of	electricity	and	associated	services;

•	 	Acquisition,	transfer,	and	exchange	of	electrical	energy;	

and the initiation of all legal acts necessary to achieve its 

objectives, commercial and corporate.

•	 	Introduction	of	electricity	 in	 the	provinces,	particularly	

in those that have never previously had an electric grid. 

Cooperation with neighboring countries and the ASEAN 

intercommunication system are helping to encourage the 

exchange of energy.

In conclusion, according to the government website, the 

Ministry of Mines and Energy and the EDC have important 

projects to supply more energy sources through renewable 

energy investment. Also, the proposed solar farm is expected 

to reduce the country’s greenhouse gas emissions by 33,000 

tons annually, and offer a project lifetime of up to 25 years 

with zero environmental impacts. This feasible milestone will 

become another key achievement for our Government. Thus, 

this achievement demonstrates that the Royal Government of 

Cambodia has a strong commitment to combat greenhouse 

gas emissions and other global warming issues. 

As a Cambodian citizen, I could not be more proud of the 

energy investments by the Government. In my opinion, this 

will change the dynamic of the economy, providing more 

jobs, and increasing the standard of living. Also, the country 

needs to start investing in green energy, which enhances 

sustainability and efficiency in the long term. Finally, we can 

show the modern side of our beautiful landscapes. Cambodia 

is approaching a new future, in which adventurers and 

travelers will all benefit. 

Challenges and Expectations of 
Energy Investment in Cambodia

1.  http://www.edc.com.kh/publication.php?lvl=0&&type=annual_
report

2. https://www.eac.gov.kh/site/annualreport
3. https://www.eac.gov.kh/site/annualreport
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is good or bad. It is about common sense; if a student 

has more stress, he or she might feel the need to smoke 

to liberate the tension. However, health problems may 

come with the high consumption of cigarettes. So, it is 

highly likely that the student will have low academic 

performance influenced, in a direct or indirect way, by 

smoking. In my opinion, addiction should be taken more 

seriously among students because student health and 

academic performance could be affected.

In addition, when talking about addiction as a mental 

illness, it is also relevant to talk about the consumption 

of cigarettes. According to researchers, addiction 

affects to brain’s reward and memory systems, and 

brings out other behaviors. In order to sustain the 

thesis that smoking in high quantities affects academic 

performance, I will bring up an example. For students, 

the main priorities are to learn, share experiences and 

improve their skills. If addiction affects memory and 

health behaviors, then, the student will not be able to 

achieve high academic performance. However, although 

addiction exists in smokers, they may not have behavior 

problems as severe as addiction to alcohol or drugs, 

but there is a correlation between smoking and mental 

health4. In my opinion, the new wave of vaping and 

e-cigarettes, for now, may be considered as a warning 

to health organizations, however, in the future it may 

change, and, might become normal. 

The purpose of this article is to analyze common and 

serious problems that might not be discussed, such 

as smoking. In conclusion, smoking might not directly 

impact students’ academic performance, but it will affect 

it indirectly. In the long-term, students may be adversely 

affected by smoking habits.

The Impact of 
Smoking on Academic 
Performance

1.  https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/26/philip-morris-ceo-says-vaping-crisis-is-very-emotional-and-will-result-in-tightly-regulated-
market.html

2. https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/global-e-cigarettes-market-industry
3. https://www.statista.com/statistics/192020/tobacco-production-in-the-us-since-2000/
4. https://www.verywellmind.com/addiction-is-a-chronic-brain-disease-67874

Who doesn’t care about health? According to CNBC, 

Phillip Morris’s CEO said that the vaping crisis is “very 

emotional” and will result in a tightly regulated market1. 

Considering that Philip Morris International Inc., is one 

of the largest transnational sellers of cigarettes in the 

world, isn’t it ironic to say that it is just an emotional 

issue? Statistics demonstrate that e-cigarette market 

sales are expected to increase 8.28 per cent by 20242. On 

the other hand, the production of cigarettes between 2000 

and 2018 decreased more than 40 per cent by weight3. 

At the end of the day, health issues are not relevant for 

investors of the cigarette industry’s leading companies. 

Analyzing the phrase of the CEO of Phillip Morris, we can 

understand that is just about “market problems”, but not 

about the consequences of cigarette consumption by the 

consumer. In my opinion, students should be aware of the 

serious effects in their academic performance because 

addiction is a mental condition that few people want to 

talk about.

First of all, according to Pierre (2019), social networking 

might be linked to smoking but also to low academic 

performance. In this research, one of the findings states 

that “Adolescents who are daily smokers have more 

friends who are smokers than non-smokers and low-

performing adolescents have more ties with other 

low-performing adolescents.”  This demonstrates 

that academic performance is not necessarily directly 

affected by smoking addictions, however, it may have a 

strong influence on the student. “one bad apple spoils 

the (whole) barrel”: Just like the common saying says, 

someone can influence the actions (or in this case 

academic performance of students) of another person. It 

is important to mention that the purpose of this article is 

not to moralize or to make the reader wonder about what 

14 I Ajou University Gazette Fall 2019
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Human beings have been facing many challenges since the 

earth moved into the new millennium. To find solutions for 

these challenges, 189 leaders of the world created eight 

global missions, initially estimated for 15 years at the 

historical Millennium summit in New York1.

At the beginning of the century, Azerbaijan struggled to 

reach the goals of the Millennium declaration because 

of its refugee crisis and the Internally displaced people 

(IDPs) problem. Fortunately, the pursuit of systematic and 

continuous policy achievements made impossible things 

possible.

During the implementation of the Millennium Development 

Goals (MDGs), two state programs on poverty reduction and 

three state programs on social and economic development 

of the regions were adopted. The main objectives of these 

programs were the alleviation of poverty, the advancement of 

the industrial and agricultural sectors, power heating and gas 

supply, communications, use of environmental and natural 

resources, education, healthcare, culture, and sports.

In the World Bank’s ‘Doing Business 2009’  report, 

Azerbaijan was declared as the top reforming country2. 

Within the framework of MDGs, Azerbaijan was among 

twenty-nine countries that reduced the level of poverty below 

5 per cent. Although the MDGs envisaged reducing by half 

poverty level, this indicator has exceeded the obligation and 

reduced poverty from 49 per cent to 5 per cent in Azerbaijan. 

Indeed, all of these were connected with the great economic 

progress achieved by the country. 

In September 2015, UN member countries adopted new, 

more comprehensive, and universal sustainable development 

goals (SDGs) based on the MDGs. The members created 17 

goals and 169 targets to be accomplished by 20303.

Azerbaijan is resolute in fulfilling the SDGs, just like it 

succeeded in the MDGs. A National Coordination Council 

for Sustainable Development was authorized in Azerbaijan, 

which focuses on the determination of national priorities 

until 2030. The central purpose of this institute is to set 

national priorities through global targets, providing the 

compliance of state programs and strategies covering the 

socio-economic spheres with the UN SDGs. Azerbaijan has 

declared its notable achievements in six SDGs in 20174, 

which are listed below:

Goal 1: No poverty. The creation of more than two million 

jobs over the last 15 years and the progress of this effort by 

adjusting demographic processes to play a fundamental role 

in the accomplishment of the SDGs.

Goal 2:  Zero hunger. Food security and sustainable 

agriculture made the concept of “famine” alien to Azerbaijan. 

Currently, state aid, concessions, and new mechanisms are 

applied for further development in the agrarian economy in 

the country.

Goal 3: Good health and well being. There is special state 

care for increasing overall public health, including maternal 

and child health, and further growth of this care is observed 

as the country’s capabilities have been expanding since the 

early 2000s.

Goal 5: Gender Equality. Significant improvement was 

observed in Azerbaijan to provide access for women to 

economic resources, information, and communication 

technologies. The first Vice President of Azerbaijan is 

a woman. Women take leading positions in executive 

authorities and state committees; they play an active role 

in the public, political, economic, and cultural lives of the 

country.

Goal 9: Industry, innovation, and infrastructure. Azerbaijan 

has fulfilled wide-ranging works in the development of 

sustainable infrastructure. Over the last 15 years, more 

than 14,000 kilometers of modern roads were constructed. 

Azerbaijan is located on the route of the North–South–East–

West Corridor transportation corridor, which is the primary 

factor in the provision of the sustainable development of the 

regions.

Goal 14: Life below water. The activities done by the Ministry 

of Ecology and Natural Resources and IDEA (International 

Dialogue for Environmental Action) Public Association of 

Azerbaijan provide a strong impulse for the preservation of 

flora and fauna. The signing of the convention of the legal 

status of the Caspian sea accelerates the improvement of the 

environmental situation in the Caspian Basin.

In conclusion, Azerbaijan is one of the few countries which 

successfully advocated and provided for gender equality; 

reduced poverty in a short period; protected the health of its 

people; increased the level of literacy and achieved positive 

results in environmental improvement. All the progress 

in the country and implemented works are estimated to 

enhance the welfare of every citizen, to develop human 

capital, and to advance confidently into the future. By 

developing human capital and building a better future, 

Azerbaijan will find new ways to mobilize talents and ensure 

a brighter future for many and not just the few.

1.  https://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/bkgd.shtml
2. https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusiness/media/Annual-Reports/English/DB09-FullReport.pdf
3. https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/development-agenda/
4. https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/16005Azerbaijan.pdf

Azerbaijan’s Plan to Meet and
Exceed UN SDG Targets
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Is it possible to become recognized worldwide and hated 

at the same time in less than a year? The answer is Yes, 

Donald Trump made it possible. In his famous 16th century 

masterpiece “The Prince”, Machiavelli differentiates fear 

and love in politics. Despite its antiquity, his work maintains 

the status of a “must-read” book to understand politics 

strategies around the world, and Trump’s presidency is 

not an exception. Indeed, Donald Trump has the ability to 

generate a variety of sentiments from individuals worldwide, 

and I could not be surer that the majority has a negative 

perception of him.

In a democracy, the survival of a politician depends on his 

popularity to gain votes which are measured by the approval 

rate1. At the beginning of his mandate the official polls 

revealed that Donald Trump on February 2017 had 45 per 

cent of approval and 47 per cent of disapproval, but after 

2018 his disapproval rate reached 60 per cent. Therefore, 

Donald Trump’s approval is clearly affected by his decisions, 

but why doesn’t he change his rhetoric? Is he a complete 

incompetent on diplomacy and accidentally became the 

president, the symbol of world hegemony? In Chapter XVII, 

Machiavelli refers to fear and love by stating “It is much 

safer to be feared than loved because love is preserved by 

the link of obligation which, owing to the baseness of men, 

is broken at every opportunity for their advantage; but fear 

preserves you by a dread of punishment which never fails”.

To communicate properly with the audience, there are some 

communication strategies that leaders use. According to 

communications expert Jennifer Mercieca, Donald Trump is 

a master of rhetoric when using strategies to win debates 

or answer questions in interviews2. For instance, paralepsis 

is a rhetorical device in which the speaker emphasizes a 

point by seeming to pass over it. In my opinion, the relevant 

devices used by him are Hyperbole and Argumentum ad 

hominem. Hyperbole consists of exaggerated rhetoric, and 

an excerpt of one of his tweets says, “…and the poverty index 
is also best number EVER (as in the lowest it has ever been)” 3. 
Also, Argumentum ad hominem consists of attacks on the 

opponent with fallacious arguments. For example, “The G7 
in France was so successful, and yet when I came back and 
read the Corrupt and Fake News …” 4. In both examples, he 

is accurately using words to praise himself and to attack 

media as fake. Since the beginning, Trump used immigration, 

religion, climate change and even NATO and North Korea as 

powerful topics in his oratory. Hence, Donald Trump is still 

in power because he made an effort to include in his speech 

forgotten sectors of the United States, in which some groups 

empathized with them. In my opinion, in the next 2020 United 

States Presidential Elections, he will win, using similar 

strategies, taking advantage of the audience that probably 

doesn’t see his real intentions. Boris Johnson as the 

protagonist in the Brexit triumph in the United Kingdom is 

another example of manipulation and proper usage of words 

in speeches that lead to extreme national changes. 

In conclusion, I always found interesting the way politicians 

play with citizens, generating uncertainness and thoughts 

about the future of international diplomacy. The strategy of 

Trump is fear and hate. Using Machiavelli’s analysis is why I 

find him a “rhetorical mastermind”. Probably seeing him in 

social media hated by ones and feared by others, will give to 

some people relief and satisfaction, though it is useless in 

practice, since it is the reason of his success. Also, the fact 

that the United States is struggling to maintain hegemony 

as a superpower makes him perfect for the interests of the 

American elite. The use of negative speech by politicians 

to win should be a warning for coming generations, since 

indifference to his words could be Damocles sword over 

them.

Cristian Vasquez   

Ecuador 

Int’l Business

1. https://news.gallup.com/poll/203207/trump-job-approval-weekly.aspx
2. https://www.jennifermercieca.com/
3. https://twitter.com/realdonaldtrump/status/1143892328236687361?lang=es
4. https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1166467125155905539

Is Donald Trump 
a Rhetorical Mastermind?
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The issue of economic growth and scarcity of resources is a very old topic addressed by 

economists at all levels. I want to talk about Professor Idriss Aberkane. He is considered one 

of the most brilliant scientists of his generation; the interpretation of his messages leads us 

to review our way of thinking. He is a French teacher, lecturer and essayist, celebrated for his 

writings and lectures on the economy of knowledge and neuroscience.  

In this article, I will try to explain his point of view, trying to make a contrast with older economic 

schools. In my opinion, he demonstrates how each country could achieve high economic growth. 

According to his lectures, he proposes a new model of growth and economic development based 

on the exploitation of inexhaustible resources like knowledge. 

Babas Amirouche  

Algeria

Energy Science & Policy

Idriss Aberkane’s Perspectives on 
Economic Growth 

Sharing Knowledge:

“Knowledge exchanges are positive-sum. When a material good is shared, it is divided; when an 
immaterial good is shared, it is multiplied” Idriss Aberkane.
The professor scrutinizes how knowledge is to be shared in groups rather than individually, and 

how this will mean an inevitable evolution of our current educational system which is based on 

individual fulfillment. He proposes to share Knowledge; it gains value by giving it. When we share 

knowledge with someone, there will be other knowledge that will flow from this sharing. This 

system forms a cycle and creates new knowledge in a cascade.

The knowledge economy has its origins in the theories of biomimicry; human development must 

be inspired by the observation of natural ecosystems to develop the models of society and to 

advance in terms of technological innovations.

In conclusion, it is possible first to launch studies of natural phenomena by researchers, 

technicians or scientists, who can then propose innovations with potentially infinite benefits, and 

thus exploit these infinite resources. Secondly, Idriss Aberkane’s findings apply in the long term. 

The benefits are important to generate economic, social and environmental improvements.

Knowledge is an infinite resource: Economy of Knowledge.

In one of his lectures he states: “Imagine an economy whose main resource is infinite. Imagine 
an economy endowed with an intrinsic form of justice, an economy that facilitates and rewards 
sharing, an economy where the unemployed boast greater purchasing power than those in work, 
an economy where 1 and 1 makes 3, an economy in which everyone is born with purchasing 
power and where, ultimately, each individual has total control over his or her purchasing power”
Nature is the largest deposit of knowledge on earth, a veritable library that has 4 billion years of 

research and development, “read it instead of burning it”. Professor Aberkane suggests exploiting 

nature as the immaterial resource of “knowledge” since there’s nothing better to teach than life 

itself, every time we open a book it is unlimited knowledge. 

Knowledge would be considered the new oil, it allows innovation in multiple fields of industry, 

health, habitat, and to revolutionize our ways of living in the long term. With new, high-tech 

products, the profit margin becomes very high, due to high demand. This will create employment, 

support the economy, and increase national income (GDP).
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The concern for climate change is visible in distinct 

parts of the world, including national governments, non-

governmental entities and activists. As an interesting fact, it 

started in the 1960s, finally materializing in 1972 within the 

Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human 

Environment held in Stockholm. 

Then, in 1990, the publication of the First Evaluation 

Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 

confirmed the real threat of global warming. The need for 

an international treaty where national governments offered 

joint responses to the challenge of climate change could not 

be denied any longer.

In this context, in 1992, during the Earth Summit in Rio 

de Janeiro, several nations signed the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change. Its main purpose 

was to stabilize the concentrations of greenhouse gases in 

the atmosphere, prevent disturbances to the climate system 

within a sufficient period to allow ecosystems to adapt 

naturally to climate change, ensure that food production is 

not threatened, and allow economic development to keep 

growing sustainably.

Within this line of ideas, different efforts have been carried 

out by states around the world in order to better outline 

tangible solutions to accelerated climate change. One of 

Michelle Patiño 

Ecuador

Energy Science & Policy

this efforts is the Kyoto Protocol, an instrument whose purpose was to establish 

commitments regarding the reduction and limitation of greenhouse gas emissions. 

This agreement is the first international treaty to establish legally binding 

obligations for developed countries.

Following this memorable treaty, the Report of the United Nations World Summit on 

Sustainable Development focused on the sustainable development of economies and 

the eradication of poverty. Also, the Paris Agreement, the most recent in the line of 

efforts for the fight against climate change, will begin its implementation in 2020. 

The agreement focuses on limiting the increase in global temperature by reducing 

greenhouse gases caused by fossil fuels.

Forty three years have passed since 1972, when the dawn of climate change 

awareness was already underway until the agreements reached in Paris. Still, the 

constant question is: Do these efforts reflect tangible solutions? Kristalina 

Georgieva, CEO of the World Bank has pointed out that “we are 

the last generation that can change the course of climate 

change, but we are also the first generation to suffer its 

consequences.”
In 2017, financing for the climate granted by the six most 

important Multilateral Development Banks (BMD) in the 

world reached the highest figure in seven years, USD 

35.2 billion. From this total amount, 79% was allocated 

to mitigation projects of the climate oriented to reduce 

harmful emissions and reduce the rate of global warming; 

while the remaining 21%, that is USD 7.4 billion, was 

invested in climate adaptation projects that help economies 

to face the effects of climate change, such as unusual levels of 

rainfall, droughts, and other extreme weather events.

These are alarming figures that should be noted, but the real concern, 

beyond the figures, are the tangible consequences that climate change can generate. 

These include but are not limited to irreversible and potentially destructive damage, 

not only for ecosystem resilience but also human losses, which the dramatic change 

in weather would produce, especially considering the difficulty of facing these 

phenomena in both developed and developing countries.

In my opinion, the signing of the Paris Agreement represents an important and 

decisive moment for the whole world. However, returning to the central point of 

this article, are we the last generation that can modify climate change? I think the 

data speak for themselves. This leads to the fact that beyond a role of observers of 

the efforts of the nations, we are individually responsible for the small and medium 

actions, which together can lead to a great difference. Only the joint efforts of all the 

actors of the society replicated at the state level will be able to make a difference 

and the changes that are required to give an effective response to climate change.

The Last Generation 
That Can Act on Climate Change?
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Bangladesh-Myanmar relations. The Government 

of Bangladesh provided shelter to 1.2M Rohingya, 

who were in a detention center before. After 

being caught by international media after this 

chivalrous act, Bangladesh brought Myanmar 

into the spotlight. In the end, the ball will remain 

in Myanmar’s court. And they have to decide 

whether the country wants to take back the 

Rohingya or risk foreign intervention. Bangladesh 

has advised Myanmar to create a safe zone for the 

Rohingya population in the northern Rakhine state 

to protect the Rakhine majority.

Finally, Beijing has a long-term interest in 

Myanmar, including security,  energy,  and 

political aspects. The giant dragon is working to 

resolve the crisis, its way. Some other countries, 

such as Japan, acted as mediators, counseling 

Bangladesh. Time will tell if China’s approach to 

the Rohingya retreat is successful. However, in the 

long run, Rohingya analysts must be aware of the 

implications and risks of the massive migration of 

Rohingya. Therefore, the departure of Cox’s Bazar 

is an unfortunate disadvantage for Bangladesh, 

which is a big deal for policymakers in the country. 

In the current global situation, now is a favorable 

time for Bangladesh. The economy of the country 

is now developing. At the moment there is no 

internal emergency or external conflict with other 

nations. Bangladesh will have to be patient for 

a long time instead of trying to incite any failed 

governance complaints with Myanmar.

Migration, sometimes is polemic and controversial, but 

it shouldn’t be when human rights are the main issue. 

According to the news, the mass migration of the Rohingya 

is currently causing difficulties in several countries1. For 

example, the Bangladeshi government has been supportive 

in terms of taking care of Rohingya and convincing the 

international community to insist that Myanmar solve this 

crisis, however, China has taken Myanmar’s side when it can 

clearly play a vital role in solving the crisis. As a result, fear 

or an imminent war is felt among experts and citizens.

The problem started when the Myanmar government created 

a new citizenship law, in which the Rohingya ethnicity ceased 

being considered citizens of Myanmar, provoking them into a 

massive exodus into Bangladesh. 

On the other hand, Bangladesh does not have a balance 

of bilateral power with India. As a result, New Delhi’s BJP 

policymakers think that 100,000 Bengali-speaking citizens 

of Assam can be pushed into Bangladesh through threats. 

At the same time, the demand for the creation of safe 

zones for these Assam residents can also be raised within 

Bangladesh in the name of security. According to the Indian 

media, Amit Shah, the home minister and head of the ruling 

party, plans to send 100,000 people back to Bangladesh at 

Assam meetings. Furthermore, Amit Shah gave the same 

message during a bilateral meeting with the Home Minister 

of Bangladesh in Delhi. 

In my opinion, state security policy needs to be at the 

forefront of resolving the Rohingya crisis. The Bangladesh 

government is seeking a long-term, viable solution to the 

mass migration crisis by not fighting Myanmar. Although 

the country is well-positioned to maintain its economic 

power, Dhaka has some of the highest priorities for 

Iftee Masum

Bangladesh

Int’l Trade

What is the Solution 
to the Rohingya Migration Crisis?

1. https://edition.cnn.com/2017/09/05/asia/rohingya-mass-protest-report/index.html
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Khudhair rudha
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Over the last few years, Iraq has witnessed, perhaps, 

the rockiest path towards its economic and democratic 

actualization of any other country in the Middle East. To 

mention but a few concerns, the turmoil under the transition 

of governments in the last 19 years, the dynamics of 

overdependence on oil for economic development, and the 

recent ISIS activities which have threatened the country’s 

stability politically and economically in the last few years. 

Still, during the country’s entire growth, it has maintained 

a very strong and mutually beneficial relationship with 

South Korea, and this can be evidenced by the presence of 

South Korea’s companies in Iraq as early as 1978, a year 

in which Hyundai Engineering and Construction Company 

helped construct a major sewage works plant in Basra, Iraq. 

Indeed, the two countries have worked together in building a 

multi-faceted relationship spanning the cultural, economic 

cooperation and bilateral trade areas. In the last two years, 

for instance, bilateral trade between Korea and Iraq grew 

from $8 Billion to $11.5 Billion. As would be expected, Korea 

International Cooperation Agency (KOICA) has an office in 

Baghdad, Iraq, and has advanced more than $7 Million in the 

country in six areas of cooperation, with the bulk of the aid 

going to education and public administration.

To celebrate this relationship, the Iraq embassy in Korea 

hosted a ceremony dubbed The 30th Anniversary Diplomatic 

Relationship Between Iraq and Korea in Gangnam, Seoul, on 

September 3rd, 2019. The event was attended by the Iraqi 

ambassador Mr. Hayder Shiya Al-Barrak, and Mr. Nouri Al 

Dolaimi, the Minister of Planning. In attendance also was Mr. 

Han Byung Do, who is Korean Presidential advisor on Iraq, 

and senior lawmaker Hong Il-Pyo. Both sides expressed 

optimism in this unity, observed that throughout those 30 

years, the Iraq -Korea relationship has steadily strengthened. 

Mutual understanding is at the heart of any successful 

relationship, and Iraq has more dialogues with South Korea 

than any other Asian country. The ambassador remarked 

that “Our 30th-anniversary ceremony attended by high-

level representatives with dialogue on finance, international 

strategy, and cultural links demonstrates the breadth and 

depth of this relationship”.

Some of the examples specifically mentioned during the 

ceremony include the current projects implemented by the 

Korean government in Iraq, including the Bismaya New 

City Project which is under the management of the Korean 

company Hanwha Engineering and Construction, and the 

refinery project at Karbala, under construction by Hyundai 

Engineering and Construction. These major projects are a 

hallmark of sustained development cooperation between 

Korea and Iraq and a symbol of goodwill. Besides, the Korean 

government has also instituted plans to develop Language 

Labs at Mosul University. 

Both sides in the partnership observed that both countries 

have recovered from very troublesome and war-ridden times, 

and both have a common resolve to rapidly develop and make 

up for lost time and opportunities. Iraq can, therefore, borrow 

from the vast experience amassed by Korea in its rapid 

development following the devastation occasioned on its 

people and its economy by the Korean Civil War.

This author has, in the past, visited the Korean Embassy 

upon nomination for the KOICA 

scholarship ,  as  a  gesture  of 

appreciation for the cooperation. 

A gift was presented to him by the 

Korean Ambassador as a memory 

o f  t h e  co o p e r a t i o n  b e t w e e n 

the countries. The relationship 

between Korea and Iraq is a model 

for other nations in the modern-

day era of globalization.

A Glimpse of Bilateral Relations 
Between Korea and Iraq
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Kitimbo Mercy
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My name is Mercy, and I am so happy to be a part of Ajou 

University. During my weekends, I spend my free time 

traveling and walking around in Suwon, a beautiful city full of 

colors and excitement beyond imagination!

Since I arrived in Suwon, I realized the city has so many 

treasures, apparent and hidden. The first place I visited is “The 

Hwaseong Fortress”. According to UNESCO, this structure 

was built by King Jeongjo to serve as a military stronghold 

as he sought to secure his power1. Within the fortress is the 

Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, which is an amazing palace 

and location. The fortress is where the filial piety of King 

Jeongjo and his love for the people are enshrined and where 

the 60th birthday of his mother, Hyegyeonggung Hong was 

held. With the interactive programs and events held around 

Hwaseong Haenggung Palace, the fortress is the city’s most 

visited tourist site.

As I have found, visitors can comfortably explore the Haenggung-

dong area including the entire fortress via the Hwaseong Royal 

Train. Also nearby is the Hwaseong Museum, which explains 

how the fortress was constructed, and Suwon I’Park Museum 

of Art, which displays modern and contemporary artistic 

works. The area is overflowing with mouth-watering dining 

establishments; there are delicious fried chicken and soondae 

(Korean sausage) restaurants. I can’t decide which I love most. 

Also, at the traditional market, a variety of fashion items, 

medicine, agriculture, and livestock are sold. Many tourists 

come to the market just to shop. As a can’t-miss spot, the 

spectacular view of Suwon is waiting for you at Seojangdae, with 

a Statue of King Jeongjo in the middle of Paldalsan Mountain. 

Additionally, the area of Dongsuwon offers great nature spots 

including Gwanggyo Lake Park, the Reservoir and Gwanggyosan 

Mountain, which is perfect for light hiking, strolling and chilling. 

Also, for sports lovers, the Football Museum has the ball Ahn 

Jung-hwan used to score the winning sudden-death goal in the 

2002 World Cup against Italy.

Suwon is full of quirky surprises, such as the Toilet House. 

Located in the Seosuwon area, the Toilet House is surrounded 

by the Manseokgeo and Chungmanje reservoirs. This place 

is also known as the poop museum, which is an exciting and 

unusual experience for tourists. In my opinion, this was a 

unique place that shows the hilarious side of South Korea to 

foreign visitors. As a student, after all, visiting this kind of 

place is a great contrast to intensive studying. Another hot 

spot is the Suwon City Hall area. As part of the city center, 

Rha Hye-seok Street commemorates Korea’s first female 

Western-style painter, and the International Sister Cities 

Theme Street has symbolic sculptures of 16 of Suwon’s sister 

cities.

In summary, my experience of living in Suwon has been 

heartwarming. It has been an opportunity to experience 

Korean culture and learn about Korean history. I urge you to 

spend some weekends getting to know the richness of the 

city where you study, beyond the Ajou gates. Enjoy Suwon’s 

bounty, folks!

Adventures in Suwon City, 
A Place of World Cultural Heritage 

1. https://english.visitkorea.or.kr/enu/ATR/SI_EN_3_1_1_1.jsp?cid=264204

Since I arrived in Suwon, I realized the city has so many 
treasures, apparent and hidden. 
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Nyamdorj Enkhjargal
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On 24 October, This year I had the opportunity to participate 

in the North-East Asia Regional Power Interconnection and 

Cooperation Forum 2019, at COEX, Seoul. For me it was 

interesting to participate in this event because the President 

of Mongolia is trying to build international cooperation with 

other Asian countries. I think that for students, it is important 

to attend these international events, in which leaders from 

different countries share their reports and lectures about the 

current situation of their countries.

At the beginning, the Minister of Energy of Mongolia 

presented a brief introduction of the conference. For me, it 

was motivating to learn that North-East Asian (NEA) countries 

have significant potential for renewable energy production 

to fully match the energy loads in the region. Especially, an 

interconnected power system across the large region and 

multiple countries would provide more reliable and cleaner 

energy and help resolve the power generation concerns 

from renewable sources, at the same time supporting 

energy transition and energy security in North-East Asia and 

contributing to combating air pollution and climate change. 

During the last several years, there has been notable 

progress on power interconnection in North-East Asia. 

According to the lecturers, there has been political support 

from the leaders of North-East Asian countries as well. As 

a GSIS student, attending this conference was a wealth of 

knowledge. For example, I realized that the objective of the 

forum was to announce the future economic and political 

strategies that are going to improve the relations between 

North-East Asia countries. 

The Government of Mongolia and the Asian Development 

Bank completed a study to assess the viability of Mongolia 

interconnecting with its neighbors and exporting clean power 

to the customers in the region. According to this study, 

Mongolia can develop and supply up to 200GW of wind and 

1.2TW of solar energy to its neighbors. With the development 

of cross border interconnections, the study estimates that up 

to 100GWs of clean and low-cost power can be exported from 

Mongolia by 2036. Last year in Vladivostok, the President 

of Mongolia proposed to establish a regional institution to 

support electricity grid interconnections and market creation. 

Following the President’s call to set up the Northeast Asian 

common electricity market and interconnection, Mongolia 

has requested the support of UNESCAP and the ADB to help 

facilitate intergovernmental dialogue between the Northeast 

Asian countries to enable them to agree and execute a 

cooperation document towards this end.

Also, the outcome of each one of those studies indicates that 

political support by the regional governments is essential 

to moving forward with the creation of this new regional 

electricity market. 

I think it is fascinating to see the improvement of diplomatic 

relations between Mongolia and other Asian countries. 

Also, new trends point to the sustainable and renewable 

investments, showing the high impact of green institutions 

that are struggling against climate change. In my opinion, 

these conferences are important compliments to theories 

learned in class. I encourage GSIS students to attend future 

events in which networking is also part of the advantage. 

North-East Asia Regional Power 
Interconnection
and Cooperation Forum 2019
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Jessica Arambula 

Mexico 
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From Nepal to Sweden, Ajou University’s International 

Day was full of delicious food, games, and performances! 

This November, all international students showed how 

wonderful their cultures are. International Day is a day 

when you can experience the culture of your friends and 

classmates.

We got to have a taste of their delicious cuisines thanks to 

the booths and facilities provided by the university; it was 

indeed a party for our stomachs, but it didn’t stop there. 

The university provided fun traditional Korean games 

before the performances. First, we got to play seesaw, the 

traditional game of sticks that was popular with the royal 

families. But what definitely warmed us up on that chilly 

day was the tug of war (rope pulling game), 40 people 

on one side against 40 people on the other side, which 

definitely was the peak of the games.

At the end of the day, the performances started with 

a romantic duet with the perfect ballad song for the 

weather. Then we were transported to Laos with a 

beautiful traditional dance which was followed by a K-pop 

performance, and a flirty traditional dance from Nepal 

which was my favorite of the day. Finally, we had a funny 

and impressive magic show from an exchange student 

who won our hearts with his card games.

After a chilly day full of food, laughter, and music, it was 

time for the awards!

At the end of the event, the best performances and booths 

were awarded. The best booth award went to Nepal, and 

the best food award to Bangladesh, because their food was 

unimaginably delicious. In my opinion, all performances 

were good, and more than the awards, I think it was 

remarkable to share this moment with my buddies.

Ajou International Day is a great experience and a 

day full of knowledge. You get to experience many 

different cultures; you become closer to your friends by 

understanding and trying their cultures.  It is a day you 

cannot miss, in my personal experience. Having a booth, 

you can feel the joy and happiness of sharing your country, 

your culture, your food, your language, and seeing the 

expression on my friends’ faces while doing so. It was 

such a beautiful and warm feeling, and I have never been 

more proud of sharing my country.

On this day, people became wiser, closer and happier, and 

you realize that people care about you, about where you 

come from, and about your culture. Surely, the prizes are 

rewarding, but not more than the love we get to feel from 

all of those who pass by your booth and experience what it 

is like to be you.

I sincerely and strongly recommend you to never miss 

this day while you are here. I recommend you to enjoy it 

in all ways, having a booth and as a passerby, and even 

as a performer. There is nothing more rewarding than 

knowledge and happiness, and that is what awaits you on 

this day.

A Small World After All: 

Ajou
International Day 
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Shadrack Ndirangu

Kenya

Energy Science & Policy

Diversity, Connectivity, and Inclusiveness
at Ajou GSIS International Symposium 

appreciation of cultural diversity, expectations, and practices 

in different fields, promoting the need for connection and 

unity for a common cause, and building connections to solve, 

manage and mitigate global problems. For example, climate 

change, initially conceived as a minor issue of polluter 

convenience, is now conceptualized as a common and 

imminent issue of concern for all humanity. It is therefore 

imperative the world join hands, and through dialogue and 

action, take challenging steps to limit the damage and aid 

potential victims.

The ceremony began with an introduction from the 

distinguished Dean Byoung Kwan Kim and Professor of 

Sungkyunkwan University Yun Bae Kim, who shared a 

charismatic story about Korean development and his advice 

for students studying abroad based on his experiences living 

outside Korea. Professors Byeong Yun Chang and Young 

Joon Park each chaired one of the panels. 

In summary, the topics discussed were as follows: 

Adhadian Akbar’s paper, “Negative and Positive Effects 

of Social Media Use on the Performance of Millennial 

Students” demonstrated the importance of social media 

with millennials and younger generations, with interesting 

conclusions based on his empirical research about the 

correlation between narcissism and social media usage. 

“Expatriates Motivation and Job Satisfaction in Cross-

Cultural Organizations”, a paper written by Rahman Md 

Taufiqur, shared intriguing findings about motivational 

factors that affect the performance of expatriate workers, 

discovering that their reactions were driven by the Abraham 

Maslow’s famous pyramid. Maksud Al Kalam’s presentation 

on “Customer’s Loyalty Effects of CSR Initiatives in the 

Banking Sector of Bangladesh” provided a deep analysis of 

the financial sector in Bangladesh and its relationship with 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). This talk shared with 

the audience new CSR practices, leaving behind old practices 

such as philanthropy, which used to be the only way to help 

the neediest. “The Role of English in the Bangladesh Job 

Market”, discussed by Jamshed Md; argued that English 

should be made a priority by the government through 

improvements to the educational system. In Asia, after the 

Chinese expansion into global markets, the multilateral 

connections with US and the occidental world became more 

important. The session concluded with Babayeva Parvana’s 

discussion, “Biodiversity and Its Connections with Climate 

Change.” She delighted us with her thought-provoking 

research about biodiversity concerns throughout the world. 

The audience was shocked when she provided specific 

details about how climate change is directly affecting the 

ocean right now, a body that constitutes more than 95% of 

the earth. Moreover, all presenters shared great expertise 

on their topics, which brought thoughtful questions from the 

audience itching to know more. This tradition of intensive 

debate allowed the presenters and audience to broaden 

their arguments and understandings, and it is vital in 

the process of helping students to become the leaders of 

tomorrow.

But in any debate, logistics often dominate and some 

questions were to be answered at the wonderful reception 

generously hosted by the GSIS. In conclusion, programs like 

this greatly enrich scholarly life at Ajou University, preparing 

students for academic presentations at international forums 

and seminars. Students and attendees were all so fortunate 

for this experience to become better versions of themselves. 

Your participation in the Symposium is Important!

Once a year, Ajou GSIS International Symposium offers 

a forum for students to grow academically with intensive 

academic presentations and thoughtful discussant 

comments. Students can gain experience in public speaking 

and scholarly debate in a professional and respectful 

manner. Also, student attendees can learn from their 

seniors about how to impress in a professional forum along 

with the experience of asking questions to speakers.

New Students and Prospective Applicants --- Be prepared! 

The main components of being a presenter are: preparation 

of thoughtful academic research, narrowing their detailed 

studies to a 10-15-minute summary, and answering 

questions from the panel and audience. One of the most 

interesting parts is encouraging dialogue between students 

(who will drive policy development in tomorrow’s world) 

through a multi-disciplinary platform inclusively and 

interactively preparing them for active roles in their future 

jobs.

Main Insights from The 2019 International Symposium

This year, the Symposium included three important themes: 

Diversity, Connectivity, and Inclusiveness. These are a 

solemnization of the need for harmonization of trends, 

practices, expectations, and policies across the fields 

of academia, information technology, and international 

cooperation in the global biosphere. The slogan guided 

participants to the ultimate goals of advocating for 
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Keomany Vhansaly 

Laos

Energy Science & Policy

background information are needed to make a successful 

application. As for the schedule, in chronological order, 

first comes the Pre-Admission screening, which is done 2 

months before the program starts (typically in August and 

September), followed by admission and orientation, which 

happens between early and mid-October. The current batch 

of the KFB–Ajou GSIS scholarships (3rd batch) is comprised 

of 15 Cambodian students, who started training in October 

2019, and are expected to finish in March, 2020. The first nine 

weeks include training in Korea, while the next twelve weeks 

are used for an internship at a Korean bank in Cambodia. The 

program schedule includes course on Banking and Finance, 

Risk Management, Information Technology, Banking Law and 

Regulation, and Basic Korean.

The Korea Federation of Banks has succeeded in building 

lasting networks with partners from all over the world in a 

way that enables information sharing, continuous service 

improvement with shared knowledge, and the creation of a 

globalized outlook of banking, with a focus on excellence. 

At the same time, Ajou GSIS is a key partner in bilateral 

relations between Cambodia and South Korea.

In conclusion, I think that this opportunity that Ajou brings to 

students is helping to build a stronger relationship between 

Korea and Cambodia. Being part of this institution makes 

me proud and encouraged to share information with other 

Cambodian students who want to study abroad: Come to 

Korea!

The Korea Federation of Banks (KFB) offers an opportunity 

for students from Cambodia to get training, seminars 

and education in the banking industry. The KFB, since its 

foundation in 1928, represented various institutions in Korea 

especially the banking and financial sector. In 2016, the first 

banking conference was held in Cambodia in which the KFB 

signed an MOU for international cooperation.  This year, the 

third batch of the KFB was inaugurated, and the duration of 

the program consists of 6 months of academic and practical 

education, from October to March of next year. According 

to the program overview, the main goals of the program 

are: secure a pool of future international experts needed 

by Cambodian banks, with a view toward encouraging their 

active participation and providing them with a meaningful 

role in banking and finance; to enhance the competency for 

promoting the banking and finance industry, and to educate 

students on banking and finance along with information 

technology employed by Korean banks in Cambodia.

Furthermore, in order to participate in this scholarship 

program, a student must be enrolled in a graduate school and 

have the citizenship of Cambodia. Also, the aspirant should 

demonstrate interest to serve in the local banking sector 

upon completion and have good written and spoken skills in 

English. The requirements ensure inclusiveness for students 

who want to study abroad and have the opportunity and desire 

to take part in Korean education. Also, as personal advice 

for future applicants, required documents and financial 

Future Finance Professionals:

KFB Banking and 
Finance Scholarship Program 2019
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Huynh Duy Van Truc

Vietnam 

Int'l Development and 
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The first time I came to Ajou, I was extremely afraid 

of communicating because I could not speak Korean 

language well. Fortunately, there is the “NUBI Ajou 

Community” that consists of Korean students, who are 

volunteers helping foreign students to stay and to study 

happily on the Ajou campus. In the beginning, I questioned 

how can we communicate and how can we break the ice 

to be friendly and share stories to become friends, and 

I was worried about it. However, I was surprised when I 

attended the NUBI event matching for the first time. This 

event was an ice-breaking program where I could truly 

enjoy myself with the fun atmosphere of GSIS students 

and Korean friends. Let me talk about the NUBI Matching 

event experience and how I got to know my Korean friends 

there.

Like normal events that I used to participate in, the first 

thing I needed to do is to take a survey online and check 

my name at the entrance of the event hall. Then, I got 

my name tag and found where my group was; I sat at 

the same table with other group members. This was a 

smart arrangement between Korean and GSIS students, 

and I was comfortable to introduce myself with all of 

them without any barriers. Before this event, I could not 

imagine being so brave. I partly opened myself to join 

and share thoughts with Korean friends and GSIS friends 

as well. At that time, I thought that it was a great idea to 

attend the program, and now, if I have a chance to join 

other events like this, I will be ready to participate without 

any worries. 

After we introduced ourselves and got to know all team 

members, all of us played an ice-breaking game, which 

was a quiz with many questions on society, nature, and 

entertainment. During this time, we tried to answer 

all the questions, and we learned more about other 

members and became friendlier than ever before. From 

my perspective, I think that this part was the funniest 

one because it was the showtime and every group fought 

each other to win, and this was a bridge to connect team 

members. Although our group was not the winner of the 

program, we were so happy and had a really good time.

Before having the scheduled dinner together, we had a 

small game to find buddies. It was delightful and amazing 

to recognize new friends like this, and I loved the creative 

organization of the program. And it included many funny 

memories for us to talk every time we meet each other. 

We also took beautiful pictures in front of the photo spot 

that NUBI members decorated, and it was an extremely 

meaningful moment to save our good memories in the 

cute pictures. 

Furthermore, after mental and physical activities, we 

finally had dinner together to share what kind of food we 

liked, and Korean friends introduced traditional Korean 

food and culture as well. I observed that everybody felt 

comfortable to talk this way, and we became even closer. 

When finishing dinner, we exchanged contact information 

and often sent messages, talking about our stories with 

each other after the first meeting in the NUBI matching 

program. 

I got to know Korean friends through the NUBI community, 

and I believe that they are good friends who are ready to 

be helpful and support me when I need their help during 

the time I have lived and studied in Korea. Thank you so 

much NUBI!

NUBI Ajou Buddy Matching:

Integrating into Korea
with Local Friends
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A Recent
Graduate’s Journey
2017 KOICA SP Program Fellow

Babas Amirouche 

Algeria

Energy Science & Policy

to learn about the secrets of his success, including how 

he managed his study and leisure, how he organized his 

thesis, his relationship with the professors and other GSIS 

staff, and his rapid accession to a director in his workplace. 

In summary, Ibrahim emphasized the need to build and 

develop an upbeat and inclusive relationship with professors 

and mentors in the GSIS, as well as to value and cultivate 

teamwork and good interpersonal relationships with fellow 

students. Regarding his rising career, he stated the need to 

remain focused in one’s pursuit of knowledge, the need to 

be active and assertive in one’s workplace especially with a 

positive contribution to institutional policy transformation, 

and dedication to service. On whether he found the course 

content in his Master’s program to be sufficient for his 

career, Ibrahim had only praise for the course structure and 

the level of knowledge and experience of the entire faculty 

and staff at GSIS.

The Global Green Growth 2019 seminar ran concurrently 

with the KINTEX global seminar on Renewable Energy from 

21st to 25th October 2019, in Seoul, and brought together 

panelists, policy leaders, global figures, governmental and 

non-governmental agencies from around the globe and 

participants from over 115 countries. The main areas of 

discussion were the development of a Global Green Growth 

Index format to mark performance of individual entities, 

developing the global climate change dialogue along and 

beyond the targets of the Paris Agreement on Climate 

Change (COP26), and, as you may guess, the acceleration 

of Renewable Energy deliverables, as energy generation is 

the single largest contributor of Green House Gases (GHG) 

emissions. 

At the end of the day, Ajou University 

takes high pride in each and every one 

of its students, and their success 

shows the way for our current 

scholars. 

Ibrahim Elsayed Kshanh graduated with a Master’s Degree 

in Energy Science and Policy from Ajou University in 2019. 

It was obvious he was headed for greatness. One of his 

achievements was becoming a director at the Egyptian 

Petrochemicals Holding Company, one of six state-owned 

entities under Egypt’s Ministry of Petroleum and Mineral 

Resources. To understand the importance of his posting, a 

director in the position Mr. Ibrahim holds is directly involved 

in the development of operational policies of a public entity, 

effectively making him directly responsible for the company’s 

growth and future.

Moreover, he was invited to speak at one of the sessions at 

Global Green Growth Week (GGGW 2019) Conference under 

the topic “Policy and Planning Approaches for the Green 

Energy Transition” in Seoul in October 2019. 

He visited the Ajou GSIS during his trip. He was welcomed by 

the GSIS office, led by the Dean Prof. Byoung-Kwan Kim, the 

department head Prof. Hyung Taek Kim, the coordinators Ms. 

Minji Park and Ms. Alisoo Choi, and the GSIS staff organized 

a meeting with current KOICA Energy Science and Policy 

students on Wednesday, October 23, 2019, in the honor of 

Ibrahim Elsayed Khanh.

Students were happy to congratulate Ibrahim on his new 

position as a Director in the Egyptian State Company, thanks 

to, in part, the teachings and practical skills he attained at 

Ajou University. He shared his experiences learned during his 

studies in South Korea. 

In my opinion, Ibrahim can be presented as a model Alumnus 

of Ajou University, both in practical skills acquisition and 

the application towards transforming his country’s energy 

situation in line with KOICA’s mandate of international 

cooperation and as an agent of the international slogan that 

drives the Ajou agenda, “Connecting Minds”.

During the meeting, his presentation was focused on his 

experiences at Ajou University and what guided him in 

his professional career. Enthusiastic students were eager 
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1. What is your vision for GSIS? 

I would like to make sure GSIS is an institution true to its 

mission of cultivating bright minds of future professionals. 

This will require some efforts of readjusting old ways to 

new environments and adding some new arrangements 

on the base of what GSIS has been successfully created 

through the joint efforts of professors and staff, with the 

help of students. As an academic institution for future 

professionals, GSIS needs to build and provide strong 

learning environments in terms of academic and practical 

matters. GSIS should provide a stepping stone for the 

students for their future careers as professionals in their 

chosen fields. That is the vision I have about the future for 

GSIS. 

2. How can you describe your leadership style? 

To talk about my leadership style is much like telling you 

what I am all about. I would like to describe my leadership 

style with two words: Rational and uncharismatic. I am a 

person quite far from any kind of charisma. Rather, I work 

with people on the shared bases of merit, rationality, and 

cordiality. I don’t imagine myself leading people in any way 

or to any direction. I am the kind of person who will try 

to persuade you by presenting anticipated directions and 

the rationales behind them, and be a part of the change, 

together with you. I strongly believe in joint efforts of 

people with diverse backgrounds and capacities, and this 

belief forms the basis of my leadership.

3. In your opinion, what is the best way to attract 

 international students to Ajou university? 

Like any other academic institution, our success begins with 

good students with proper preparedness and motivation 

for achievement, both academically and professionally. 

Our mission and job of nurturing such talents further for 

their success in professional careers needs to be built 

on recruiting an excellent and diverse body of students. 

Attracting well-prepared students with strong motivation is 

the first half of our success.

In order to recruit excellent students, we need to further 

extend a global reputation as a serious educational 

institution. We will continue to strengthen our academic 

programs and student support, and we will disseminate our 

success stories of both professors and students as well. 

4. What is your approach towards interdisciplinary 

 programs?

As we well acknowledge by now, the world around us has 

been changing at an accelerated pace, which implies that 

most of our academic disciplines that are hundreds of 

years old may not be fit to provide proper answers to the 

questions that are posed to us. It is a rather uncharted but 

inevitable territory that we are entering. 

The problems not often imagined ask for fresh and bold 

approaches. Both in research and learning, we need 

interdisciplinary approaches. At the GSIS, we will be 

incorporating new courses and curriculum which can 

address challenges the changing environment poses to us. 

5. Can you give advice for current and future GSIS 

 students? 

As a student at GSIS, you are expected and strongly 

encouraged to be confident in imagining yourself as a 

successful professional of the future. All the professors and 

staff at GSIS have high expectations of you. During your two 

years of study at GSIS, you will nurture yourself for your 

future professional career in your chosen field by learning 

and studying. You should try to stay abreast of the changing 

winds of our time as well. Keep a keen eye on trends in 

issues and topics in your future field. Examine how your 

profession is changing. Be an active participant in your 

classes and student activities. Challenge assumptions. In 

sum, make yourself ready for the fullness of your life.

Dean Byoung-Kwan Kim

Seoul National university (BA)

Harvard university (Ph.D. in Sociology)

Professor at Ajou university (1993-present)

Served in several academic positions including 

Dean of College of Social Sciences

Currently serving as Dean of Graduate 

School of International Studies, beginning in 

September, 2019

Interview with
Ajou GSIS
Dean
Byoung-Kwan Kim
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in South Korea. Since 2018, I have been a Vietnamese government’s 

seconded official at the ASEAN-Korea Centre. Since I started working 

here, I have worked with AKC’s colleagues to organize many events 

related to ASEAN-Korea-Viet Nam relations such as festivals, 

conferences, trade fairs, business matchings, contests, and people-

to-people exchanges, in order to promote and enhance awareness, 

relations and co-operation in various fields between ASEAN-Korea 

and Viet Nam. Also, I have been in charge of communication, building 

and developing information databases and publications about South 

Korea and ASEAN countries.

I love the country and the people of South Korea. Korean culture and 

cuisine are quite similar to those of Viet Nam. Korean people are 

also quite open, friendly, dynamic and hardworking, like Vietnamese 

people. Korean friends have helped me a lot during my time living 

and working in this beautiful country.

It can be seen that the co-operation between Viet Nam and South 

Korea in various fields from security, politics, trade, investment, 

science and technology, tourism, culture, and people-to-people 

exchanges, have been miraculously developing.

6. Where do you see yourself in 10 years? 

The first thing I need to try my best in the coming time is to complete 

the tasks assigned by AKC and the Ministry of Industry and Trade of 

Viet Nam. As a representative not only of Viet Nam but also of ASEAN 

member states at this Centre, in my capacity, I will continuously take 

more efforts to promptly propose and implement more practical, 

meaningful and effective activities in order to enhance co-operation 

activities, mutual understandings between ASEAN and South Korea 

as well as convey to the Korean community and other countries about 

the image of a dynamic, united, co-operative and hospitable ASEAN 

community. ASEAN, in general, and Viet Nam, in particular, is a 

reliable, strategic and potential partner of South Korea.

I also continue to learn lessons, experiences, and knowledge related 

to the development of ASEAN-Korea and Viet Nam from both South 

Korea and ASEAN countries so that I can become an expert, a leader 

or a manager in the field of the relationship of ASEAN-Korea and 

Viet Nam in the future. Then, from there, I can contribute more to 

the planning and implementation of development policies and co-

operation among these regions.

7. What advice can you give to GSIS students? 

Through the study in Ajou GSIS, I learned a lot of new knowledge 

about economics, international trade, and have more understanding 

of South Korea and other countries, connected with more 

international and Korean friends. This helped me feel more confident 

in my job work and life, especially more poised when I have worked 

in international environments. This was also the foundation and 

motivation for me to apply for the position of Commercial Attaché, 

Embassy of Viet Nam and Deputy Head of the IDU Unit of the ASEAN-

Korea Centre in South Korea.

To get good results from student life, I think the prerequisite is to 

study hard and follow the intense work of studying and following 

the requirements and lectures of the professor. The tests often use 

multiple-choice questions, so we need to understand the problem 

deeply, and compare theory and practice to see its applicability and 

actual operation. This will help us remember the problems longer. 

Besides, we should find and read more papers and research articles 

according to professor instructions and related to issues that may be 

useful for our current and future work. I firmly believe that Ajou GSIS 

is a good school for students who wish to pursue and achieve their 

dreams.

8.  What do you think about the GSIS program for international 

students? 

My studies in the GSIS program helped prepare me for my future. 

I have always refined the knowledge and experience gained from 

courses as well as the practice during my time in South Korea to 

apply and improve my work. My state management work, especially 

diplomacy, trade promotion, and investment, always needs a deep 

understanding of the phenomena and operation of the economy, and 

the courses at Ajou helped me have this important knowledge.

The program means a lot to me. This was also the first time I studied 

abroad in a very developed and nice country, at the beautiful Ajou 

University campus, with kind friends from nearly 20 countries around 

the world. The study program was designed with a diverse and 

practical curriculum. In addition to theoretical lessons, we also had 

the opportunity to visit and explore many of South Korea’s major 

industrial groups, such as Hyundai, Samsung, LG, and Posco. Also, 

thanks to the course, we have experienced and discovered the rich 

culture and amazing traditional cuisine of Korean people. 

During my time at Ajou University, the Ajou University International 

Exchange Team supported me a lot. They are an enthusiastic, 

dynamic, supportive and experienced working group. I was 

impressed by their working style, and I have also learned a lot from 

that professional and responsible working style. I love them very 

much. Through this article, I would like to thank them and wish them 

continued success as an effective global arm for Ajou University. 

1. Please introduce yourself.

I am Phan The THANG, Deputy Head of Information & Data Unit (IDU) 

of ASEAN-Korea Centre (AKC). I am also the secondment government 

official of the Ministry of Industry and Trade of Viet Nam at AKC. I 

completed a Master’s Degree course in International Trade in 2008-

2009 at Ajou University, South Korea. This program was funded by the 

Korean Government (through a KOICA scholarship). 6 months after 

graduation, I returned to Korea again and worked for the Embassy of 

Viet Nam in South Korea as a Commercial Attaché for about 5 years. 

And possibly because of my destiny, 3 years after the end of my 

tenure at the Vietnamese Embassy, I again returned to South Korea 

and have been working as the Deputy Head for AKC since March 2018 

with the role of promoting and raising awareness and understanding 

about ASEAN and ASEAN-Korea relations. I have experienced 

many areas such as antitrust, unfair competition, trade remedies, 

consumer protection, trade and investment promotion, and public 

and external relations, just to name a few. 

2. Who is the person you admire the most?

If we look in terms of national leaders, leaders of Viet Nam’s 

revolution, President Ho Chi Minh is the person I admire the 

most. Most of the Vietnamese people all over the world respect 

and admire this outstanding and virtuous leader. His personality, 

morality, intellect, outstanding talent, and lifestyle are very bright 

and remarkable; he is truly an example for us to study, practice and 

follow. Moreover, in terms of family relationships and life, my mother 

is my most admirable person. She is a smart, kind, hardworking, 

loving and caring person who is helpful and sincere with friends, 

colleagues. My mother was also awarded the noble title of “The 

woman who is excellent at work assigned by the state and diligent for 

housework”.

3. How did you heard about Ajou GSIS?

I heard about Ajou GSIS through the scholarship program that I 

applied (KOICA Scholarship for Government Officials) in 2008. I also 

have known that Ajou University has been regarded as one of the 10 

best universities in South Korea, with a wide range of training areas, 

good facilities, and highly qualified and dedicated professors. The 

university has strengths in the field of research, experimentation, 

health, biology, and graduate training. The school has its hospital, 

Ajou University Medical Center, known as one of the leading hospitals 

in South Korea. The campus is very beautiful and spacious, with many 

international students, especially Vietnamese students.

4. What was your favorite subject when you were studying, and Why? 

I didn’t put any special emphasis on a specific subject to prioritize 

because I thought every subject was useful to my life. However, 

to fit in with my working reality (state management, policy 

recommendations on foreign economic relations, trade promotion), 

I preferred subjects like economics, econometrics and international 

trade. These courses have equipped me with a better understanding 

of the operation of the economy both inside and outside national 

territories, as well as methods to analyze and assess the 

development of the economy, especially in the foreign economic field. 

I also had the desire to become a diplomat in the foreign economic 

field in the future. 

5. How was your experience living in Korea? 

As a predestined relationship with South Korea, for the first time, in 

2008 I was sent to South Korea by the Ministry of Industry and Trade 

of Viet Nam to study for a Master’s Degree in International Trade. For 

the second time, I was seconded to South Korea to work by from 2010 

to 2014 as the Commercial Attaché of Trade Office, Viet Nam Embassy 

Alumnus Interview:

Mr. Phan The Thang
2008 KOICA Scholarship Program Fellow 

Full Name : Phan The Thang (Mr.)

organization : ASEAN-Korea Centre 

 (AKC)

Position : Deputy Head of Information & 

 Data unit (IDu)

Nationality : Vietnamese

Major : International Trade

Graduation Year : 2009
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1. What do you think about studying at Ajou university?

Representative Student of International Business

“Becoming a student of the GSIS has been a great experience! During my 

career I had the opportunity to visit industries, entertainment companies 

and tourist attractions, which were useful to learn more about Korea. 

Also, the faculty has professors with a deep knowledge and experience, 

and thanks to that my process of learning was easier and convenient. I 

highly recommend Ajou GSIS to new prospective applicants.”
Akbar Adhadian

Indonesia

Int’l Business 

Liu Chunye

China

Int'l Development and 

Cooperation

2. What do you think about the university Dormitory?

“I have been living in the Ajou University International Dormitory for 

almost 2 years. Although far away in a foreign country, I feel that living 

there feels like my home, because it is clean, cozy and comfortable. Every 

morning we can always see smiling faces and hear warm greetings from 

dormitory supervisors. Everything is orderly and harmonious here. It’s a 

big family which is happy and promotes wellbeing.”

My Experience at Ajou University “My Experience at Ajou university” aims to share daily experiences of the students. In this section the reader will be able to 

find useful information, related to the Academic Program, Students Dormitory, the GSIS staff members and the location of 

the campus.

ramina Shukurova

uzbekistan

Int’l Business 

Nayem Sheikh

Bangladesh

Int’l Business 

3. Please give a short comment about the GSIS Staff Members.

“The GSIS staff are positive and never hesitate to help international 

students with their requirements. They are constantly implementing 

academic programs, lectures and following up on my needs. In my 

opinion, they are extremely dedicated to their work by responding to any 

inquiry immediately. Furthermore, coordinators inform every student 

about upcoming events which will be held at the university or in Korea. I 

am glad to be part of Ajou University.”

4. What do you think about the university location?

“Living in Korea has been a thrilling experience for my academic and 

professional growth. The university is located in Suwon, which is a 

beautiful city surrounded by nature, restaurants and supermarkets, and 

it is convenient for students who have not been in Korea before. Also, 

transportation is extremely effective, due to the larger number of bus 

lines and subway lines that go to Seoul and pass near the university.”
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